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The fun of atlassing
The first year of the BC Breeding Bird Atlas has been a whirlwind of activity and a great
success – thanks to you! Over 800 participants have entered data for more than 280 species in
over 930 – 10 km squares. The Birding Stories on the web site and emails we have received
are a taste of the fun you are having. Dave Fraser said he hasn’t had so much fun birding in
years. George Clulow told us how it had gotten him to explore new areas and make new
discoveries (check out his Industrial Strength Herons on the atlas web site). We also heard
from many of you on how difficult it was to access point count locations. More on that later.
We owe a great deal of our success to the Regional coordinators who volunteered their
time to coordinate atlas efforts in 41 regions of the province. They are the backbone of the
program. We also acknowledge the Herculean effort by the Atlas Steering and Technical
committees and partners who nurtured the project from a germ of an idea to a fully fledged
project in just a few months. And of course, you, the birders did a fabulous job doing what
you enjoy - birding.
One of the beauties of today’s atlassing is the ease by which data can be entered and
displayed on the web. The BSC team of Denis LePage, Andrew Couturier and Ron Ridout in
Ontario devoted their efforts to getting the program on line in timely fashion.
All of this great work requires funding and so many organizations and companies stepped
forward. We have gone from being penniless to raising over $330,000, in little over a year,
and secured some very significant long-term funding commitments through to 2014. Much
fundraising remains to be done, but we have a solid platform to build on.
One last point – any field notes you took on trips this summer might have some valuable
information for the atlas that you can add over the coming months.
Rob Butler - Atlas Coordinator

Several atlassers have
told us that they are
having a sense of
withdrawal when the
season came to an
end. You don’t need to
stop now. Hone your
skills by joining the
Christmas Bird Count,
Coastal Waterbird
Survey, project
Feederwatch or other
censuses.

It is time to enter your data. The sooner the better.
Call us if you need help call our toll free: 1-877-592-8527
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Perspectives on Bird Populations
By Mark Phinney, Steering Committee & Regional Coordinator
I’d bet that the vast majority of atlas participants has said (or has heard someone say) “there don’t seem to be as many birds
around”. Maybe that feeling lasts only a day or two until the next wave of migrants comes through, or the weather improves and birds are
more active. But there is a broader sense among people who have been interested in birds for many years, that there really aren’t as
many birds as there were years ago. One can only speak within the realm of personal experience. When I was young, I recall listening to
older ‘bird watchers’ reminiscing about how many birds there used to be, and thinking “whatever, old-timer…maybe you can’t see or hear
them anymore, but there are still lots of birds”. And from my perspective, there were. Part of the problem with recollection is slow and
gradual change. Everyone would notice if absolutely no robins returned next spring. But if there are only a few less each year,
interspersed with some good years, one eventually becomes accustomed to seeing fewer robins and thinking that this is normal. Until one
year you think “didn’t there used to be a lot more robins around, or am I losing my mind?” The solution to this memory fade is
documentation and numbers.
This past June, I returned to New Brunswick to help out with the second Maritimes Breeding Bird Atlas. I was an avid participant of
the first atlas from 1986 to 1990 before moving to BC in 1991. I hadn’t been back to the maritimes during prime bird breeding season for
many years, and I was surprised at the changes I saw. Swallows had almost vanished. During a week of birding, I found tree swallows twice
and cliff and barn swallows once (at an active farm). Ruby-crowned kinglets were nowhere to be found. I didn’t hear a single olive-sided
flycatcher, nor did I find any wood thrushes or scarlet tanagers, despite being in good habitat. These were all relatively common birds 20
years ago. My impressions were confirmed during discussions with birder friends. They mentioned that they “only see a couple kinglets a
year”. Coming from an area where kinglets and other birds are still relatively abundant, this was astounding. It’s not all bad news, of
course. Mourning doves, cardinals, turkey vultures and geese were all much more widespread than I recall.
I returned to Dawson Creek and did some bird atlassing and point counts in my home square, and was happy to be back in the Land of
Birds. A quick comparison of my point count results from BC and NB (one square each) showed an average of 13 species and 19 individuals
locally, versus 8 species and 10 individuals in the New Brunswick square – a statistically significant difference. Of course, there are dozens
of reasons why this simple comparison has no real validity, but it confirmed my impression that birdlife is more abundant in my local area
than in my old stomping grounds. Birds are abundant and everything is fine in northern BC……or is it?
I had a look at the data for my Breeding Bird Survey (BBS) route, which I’ve conducted for the past 15 years. Other than a steep
decline of Brewer’s blackbirds (which now seem to be recovering), no trends really stood out in my memory. The numbers tell a different
story, however. Most species seem to go up and down in numbers as is typical, but some showed an obvious and statistically significant
trend. Western wood-pewee, least flycatcher, Swainson’s thrush, warbling vireo, yellow warbler, clay-colored sparrow are among those in
significant decline. So too is Brewer’s blackbird (despite a slight recovery in recent years) and yes, American robin. These are still among
the most common species locally, but clearly they are not as common along my BBS route as they once were. Birds showing a significant
increase include American crow, hermit thrush and red-eyed vireo. Again, this is only one route – a comparison with BBS results from
across the Boreal Plains over the last 10 years shows both consistency and disagreement with my local results.
The point to all of this is that no comparison is possible without some sort of baseline information; the more, the better. Of the
examples I refer to here, Breeding Bird Surveys require expert knowledge of all local bird songs and have a rigorous sampling design. The
output is typically a table of numbers or at best, a graph with a line. To participate in an atlas project, however, one only needs to be
interested in birds and be willing to record what you have seen. No expert knowledge is required, but participants usually find that their
birding skills improve over the life of the project. Every valid observation is a useful contribution to the overall dataset. A key output of an
atlas is a series of maps showing the distribution (and sometimes abundance) of each species. Interpretation is relatively straightforward
and user-friendly.
I worry about the future of our birds. I’m sure that this atlas project will show that BC is predominantly wild and unspoiled, with a
huge variety of habitat types that are inhabited by millions and millions of birds. But there are other factors at work that can eventually
leave suitable habitat devoid of birds, one species at a time. If results to date hold true, the second version of the Maritimes Breeding Bird
Atlas will not be interesting, it will be shocking. It is up to the participants of the British Columbia Breeding Bird Atlas to gather as much
information as we can during this 5-year project. Only by having a solid foundation of data can we make valid comparisons in the future. I
fear that things will get worse for birds before they get better, but having strong evidence of change will be necessary to inspire the global
changes required to keep birds from disappearing. Nobody should be able to say “we didn’t know…..”.
To see changes documented by the Ontario and the Maritimes Breeding Bird Atlas projects, visit http://www.birdsontario.org/atlas/
maps.jsp?lang=en and http://www.mba-aom.ca/jsp/map.jsp . To see BBS trends for Canadian birds, go to http://www.cws-scf.ec.gc.ca/
mgbc/trends/index.cfm?lang=e&go=home.page#trends
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Distribution from the first (left) and second (right) Maritimes Breeding Bird Atlas (results not final)
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Atlassing in Princeton-Nicola
By Alan Burger, Regional Coordinator
A highlight for me this summer was to go with Les Gyug on two occasions to look with his digi-scope into a Williamson’s Sapsucker
nest cavity just a few km from our house. This is one of the few species where males and females develop distinctive plumages even
before they fledge. During August we’ve had several male and female Williamsons Sapsuckers fledglings around our house in the Voght
Valley so there are almost certainly more nests to find around here.
Our region is doing pretty well after our first summer. There are still some 2008 breeding data to be entered, but already we have
made good headway into the 5-year atlassing objectives. Here are some statistics for this region from data already entered into the
BCBBA database:
•
Registered atlassers Region 8: 30 (plus casual contributions from many more)
•

Number of squares with some data (out of 115 squares in total): 39

•

Number of squares with 20 or more atlassing hours: 4

•

Number of squares with some point counts: 6

•

3 squares have 14-16 point counts.

•

Total species reported: 157

•
No. of species with confirmed breeding status: 64
Obviously we still have lots of scope to expand our atlassing activities, especially with point counts. But that will come as more
people get involved, more people gain confidence in their identification skills, and more people take on specific target squares to
complete. Our region is likely to yield one of the most diverse species lists in B.C. since we span such a wide range of eco-zones, from the
moist coastal forests of Manning Park, to high alpine, sagebrush, grasslands and a range of drier habitats. We can already see that in the
range of woodpeckers (10 species), warblers (11 species), sparrows (10 species) and chickadees (4 species) reported. Pick a target square
for 2009.
Surprisingly few people have contacted me to register a square in Region 8 for their focused atlassing activity. You can contribute
sightings to any square, but it is useful and fun to pick one square (or more if you are ambitious) to target your birding activity and cover
as many habitat types in the square as possible. Within my target square I found myself birding in places that I had never previously
considered visiting and unexpectedly finding very interesting birds living there.
Only 6 of the 115 squares in Region 8 have been picked by atlassers so there is plenty of scope to select a square near where you live
or in an area you frequently visit in spring and summer. You can see all the squares in Region 8 by following the LIST OF SQUARES, then
ATLAS REGIONAL MAPS links, select region 8 and click on the Download JPEG map for region 8 button (or just click on this live link to get
the download). Send me an e-mail to register a square for next season. These squares are already selected: 10FA45, 10FA53, 10FA62,
10FA63, 10FA70 and 10FA90.

New guide to on-line data entry
You can download a very useful cheat-sheet on how to
use the BCBBA web site for data entry: http://
www.birdatlas.bc.ca/download/onlineentry.pdf
Print this out and have it on hand as you learn to use
the website
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BI R D A T L A S
The Breeding Bird Atlas was officially
launched at a party in Delta following a
successful Regional Coordinators’
Workshop on March 15. Over 170 birders,
friends, supporters, and partners
witnessed an evening of talks, gift giveaways and fun. Master of Ceremonies, Dr.
Andrea Pomeroy kept the party moving
along with gusto. Pete Davidson spoke on
A Bird’s Eye View of Atlassing, Dick
Cannings on Why the World Needs More
Birders and Rob Butler
on the Society of
Crows
Crows. The workshop
led by Christopher Di
Corrado with Denis
LePage and Andrew
Couturier brought the
34 regional
coordinators up to
speed on all the on line
tools and materials for atlassing. The
event was followed by a field trip to
Boundary Bay led by Wayne Weber. A
special thanks go to Anne Murray and Jude
Grass for organizing the event and all the
individuals and companies that provided
gift give aways. Over the summer,
Christopher and Rob have been birding and
meeting atlassers around the province.
The Regional Coordinators have been
particularly busy meeting with local
birders, birding their squares, writing
newsletters, meeting the press, and
reviewing data. They are the backbone of
this project and we owe them a huge
thank you!

If you keep
field notes,
your notebook might
contain some breeding bird
records useful to the atlas.
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Storied Tales
By Heather Baines – Regional
Coordinator, Pemberton
I read somewhere that Band-tailed Pigeons like
to nest near mineral rock, so I really wasn't
surprised then when I found around 10 at
Skookumchuk, at St. Agnes wells. I have had to
camp there a couple of times to try to see
their nests. It was hard to convince people
that I was working hard to see where they
were going when I was lying in a hot tub
soaking at the springs. Then I tried Meager
creek hot springs, newly opened. Had to drift
around in the water to see if I could see them
there. I did indeed but was chased out by a
very agitated Fish and Wildlife officer who
said he heard rocks falling down Capricorn
creek. I had noticed that it looked like liquid
mud on the way in. Indeed, there was a major
mudslide up high. He literally locked the
bridge gate behind me and closed the springs
again!

Atlassing 101 – Tell us what you need
By Rob Butler, Atlas Coordinator
One of the pleasures of working on the Atlas project is all the kind emails and phone calls we receive, even when some
things are frustrating. Please send us more of your thoughts – we particularly like the kind ones but we also want to hear
what we can do to improve the project for you.
One item that we heard was that first time users found the on line tools quite daunting. Denis Le Page has put together
a new feature with instructions for first-time users. Go to ‘Resources’ and ‘Getting Started’ to find the help for beginners.
Or call the Atlas Coordination Office if you prefer a printed copy. Atlassing on line is not difficult but it takes a little time to
learn the tools. Let us know what you think.
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Infect your birding group with the Atlas virus
By Pete Davidson, BSC BC Program Manager
Bringing the Atlas to a naturalists’ field outing, or a birding event, is a great way to build better birding skills and knowledge, and
provide some good entertainment to boot. At the kind invitation of BC Nature’s President, Bev Ramey, and the Manning Park Bird Blitz
Coordinator, Kelly Pierce, Dick Cannings, Alan Burger (Regional Coordinator for Princeton-Nicola) and I took part in one of the southern
interior’s summer birding institutions. The Manning Park group campground made a great location for an outdoor presentation, and with
Kelly’s help we hooked up a laptop and projector beneath a spruce tree, and gave the 60-odd assembled birders an overview of the project
and how it complements the Manning Park Bird Blitz dataset. We ran through a great illustrated guide to the atlassing protocol (“birding in
codes”), put together in large part by Ann Nightingale, Mike Yip and Christopher Di Corrado, and everyone was fired up for the following
days’ quest for the atlassing holy grail – “NY”. The weekend was a great success – the Bird Blitz recorded one of its best species tallies
ever, and as a result of everyone’s efforts, we collected atlas data from at least 12 atlas squares, and conducted close to 100 point counts!
We extend a hearty thank-you to all concerned!
Elsewhere, we have heard lots of stories of Regional Coordinators getting out with local groups and attending birding events with an
atlassing 101 up their sleeve. Dick Cannings built atlassing into the South Okanagan Naturalists Thursday outings during the summer. If you
host breeding season field trips or a summer birding event, however big or small, do get in touch and we’ll see if we can’t come along and
provide a bit of additional spice and general atlas support or provide you with the materials to do so yourself.

Century Club
The atlas project is a lot of fun,as may of you know. A special thank you goes out to the following
atlassers who surpassed 100 hours of atlassing in 2008: Chris Dale (202), Avery Bartels (199), Heather
Baines (196), Bryan King (194), Doug Brown (182), Dick Cannings (174), Rick Schortinghuis (124), Danny
Tyson (121), Ian Routley (107), and Cathy Koot (106).

Data from unlikely sources
By Ann Nightingale, Regional Coordinator, Victoria
If you are lucky enough to have a wildlife rehabilitation centre in your region, you
breeding records of some species based on young birds brought in for
(Victoria and Southern Gulf Islands) coordinator, Ann Nightingale, had been
Kestrels in her square for a couple of months without successfully
when she received a call from Tracy Anderson of Wild Arc in Metchosin.
Kestrel had been found on a lawn and turned in to the rehab centre. As
heard "kestrel", Ann knew where this bird belonged. Kestrel nests
in Victoria. Working with Jeff Krieger of Alternative Wildlife Solutions,
where the nest was located (Jeff is an expert tree climber) and
young bird to its family. Ann monitored the birds over the next couple of
the parents, the prodigal chick and its sibling behaving just as a family of
Tracy has also offered Ann the opportunity to view the intake logs for
nestlings in the region.

may be able to confirm
treatment. Region 18
watching American
locating the nest
A fledgling
soon as she
aren't common
they figured out
returned the
weeks and saw
Kestrels should.
confirmation of other

!
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The power of volunteers
By Rob Butler – Atlas Coordinator
Climate change is an issue that affects the entire Earth. Understanding how nature responds to such large events requires
data sets from a wide geographical area. One of the features of our atlas project is that the data you collect can be used to
measure changes to the environment across province. Citizen science is being used in other ways to examine climate change
effects. A recent example published in the Proceedings of the Royal Society used data collected by volunteers to examine if
climate warming affected when birds arrived in spring. Vincent Devictor from the National Museum of Natural History (MNHN) in
Paris and his colleagues used data from a large survey in which volunteer ornithologists counted more than 105 species in Paris.
The data show that the birds’ arrival time lagged behind the increases in temperature resulting in desynchronisation of their
breeding season. The concern is that birds arrive too late to take full advantage of the presence of insect prey which results in
fewer young being raised.

Record Common Birds
By Christopher Di Corrado- Atlas Assistant Coordinator

You may have already heard about declines among several common bird species reported by Birdlife International’s State of
the World’s Birds 2008’ report (www.biodiversityinfo.org/sowb), the National Audubon Society’s “State of the Birds” and BSC’s
Birdwatch magazine. It is information such as the data you collect for the BC Breeding Bird Atlas that helps make future
assessments and underscores why data on common birds, such as Rufous Hummingbird, Ruffed Grouse, and robins are recorded.
Twenty years from now, “common” bird species may disappear from your area, and this Atlas project will lay the foundation for
comparison. While you do not need to record every robin you see in say, downtown Nanaimo or Prince George, in a less
populated area your sighting might be the only record for that square! It’s a good idea to report the breeding evidence of
common species in all squares you visit since it’s possible no one else has recorded such evidence – and it only takes a second.

Bird Blogging
Rob Butler’s new blog ‘Bird Watch’ can be found on the Vancouver Sun’s web site. Click on http://www.canada.com/
vancouversun/news/blogs/index.html
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Point Counting on Goat Trails
By Christopher Di Corrado- Atlas Assistant Coordinator
As the first point-counting season came to an end, we realized something very important; much of BC is remote with few roads. In
reality we knew that before, but we are now learning from you that some no roads are goat trails or no longer exist.
Point Counting 101
Before continuing with inaccessible point counts, let’s demystify what point counts actually are and when they should be
completed. First, point counts give us different types of information than regular atlassing. While atlassing provides where the birds
are, point counts provide abundance of how many there are. You can see examples from the completed Ontario Atlas
(www.birdsontario.org/atlas/samples.jsp). These data are important to measure trends.
A “point counter” records the number of individuals and breeding evidence of all species seen or heard. The square maps list up
to forty possible point count locations. Point counters are asked to complete the first fifteen accessible locations (in the most
convenient order for travel). If one point is inaccessible or unsafe, the next successive point is selected. The locations on the square
maps are randomly selected on roads across the square to get an even representation of habitats and to keep birders from just
focusing on one particular area of a square. If there are habitats that are not adequately covered by the road system, atlassers can
check the square summary sheets (check the website under: Data & Maps – Square Summary Sheets) to find out how many off-road
counts are needed in other habitat types.
Point counts are completed in the breeding season from half an hour before sunrise to five hours after sunrise. While the
technique is widely used to determine abundance, it is not entirely perfect. Early breeders, nocturnal birds, non-singing birds, and
other quiet or inconspicuous birds may be missed. Keep an eye on the BC Atlas (www.birdatlas.bc.ca) for supplementary surveys for
these groups.
Choosing Point Count Locations
So what do you do when you arrive at a point count to learn that it’s now a small forest, private property, or goat-trail (i.e. up a
mountain and not drivable!)? To help avoid this, try to plan your route and point-count locations before going out to see which areas
are accessible. A few phone calls could save hours of frustration. If this is not possible, you could either walk to the point (get

permission on private property) or skip the point and move to the next point on the map. If you skip a point count, try to replace it with
one on the map in the same habitat.
In some areas you may find that many roads are now inaccessible. If you are lucky to find a new road that goes into same habitat you
can’t get to elsewhere, you may choose points on the new road instead. If you are especially lucky to come across a road that goes up to
subalpine or alpine, take it! This is as good as gold if you can easily get to higher elevations in BC. If you do any points away from
designated points on the map, these would be treated as “off-road” so don’t forget to fill out the habitat information and UTM’s to tell us
where they are!
When off-road point counts are requested in certain habitats (see your square summary sheet), the location within that habitat is left
up to you. Place new point counts at least 500m apart on roads or 300m if you are off-road (i.e., walking through the forest). It is
important to pick locations (a suitable patch of trees or wetland, for example) prior to heading out. Do not arrive at an area in the
morning and then decide to do a point count because you hear lots of birds – this will bias the data by misrepresenting true bird
populations.
You do not need to do the point counts in sequence (i.e. 1,2,3…). Complete them in the easiest order. For example, instead of driving
to point 1 and then point 2 in a far corner of your square, drive to the nearest accessible points. For example, if you are completing point
counts on one side of a river on one day, complete the lowest numbered point locations. On the next day on the other side of the river,
again pick the lowest numbered appropriate points. You may end up with 23 point counts but that’s okay; we will still use those data and
you can think of the extra time as atlassing!

Who’s singing?
While point counts require birders to identify birds by both sight and sound, don’t be discouraged to spend the first years learning to
identify songs and trying a few point counts in the latter years. Atlassers in Ontario were hesitant to start with point counts, but they
were able to conduct 60,000 point counts by the end of the project! The point counts are optional and shouldn’t detract anyone from the
importance of regular atlassing. You will soon learn that point-counts become addictive when you start to hear a whole new group of birds
that were previously unknown to you. Thanks to the numerous people who have wandered on the
back roads and have already completed many point counts in the first season of the BC Atlas! More
surprises are sure to arise over the years.

Mind your “Ps” and “Qs” (or “AEs” and “NUs”)
By Christopher Di Corrado- Atlas Assistant Coordinator
There is always discussion about coding breeding behaviours in an atlas project. As best as we
try to pick breeding evidence that describes observed behaviours, there are always “what ifs.” The
list of birds in BC is too long and there are too many breeding evidence categories to cover all the
possible behaviours. So we look to other clues, as to how to code odd or surprising behaviour. There will always be an element of
subjectivity or judgement. Here are a few of the more common examples:

Case 1. In early July a Sharp-shined Hawk flew by approximately 75m high in a direct line, with laboured flight, and with a large
prey item. It continued across a road on a long, slow, deliberate flight and was last seen dropping down into a different woodlot
about two kilometres away. The only reasonable explanation for this behaviour is that it was carrying food to a nest or to recently
fledged young. The area of the sighting was close to the middle of the square so I scored it CF (carrying food).
The CF (carrying food) code is applicable to raptors, but should only be used with caution. The CF code is not applicable in
circumstances involving a brief observation of a raptor carrying a prey item, particularly if the bird is flying close to the ground, or in
heavy brush or forest. Caution is also required if the observation is made near the edge of a square. Wide-ranging species might be taking
food to young in an adjacent square.
However, if a raptor is observed carrying a prey item for a long distance, over many potential perches, butcher posts, or if the food has
been "processed" (i.e., the head has been removed for instance), etc., and the raptor disappears into an area of suitable nesting habitat
within the square, then consideration should be given to counting it as CF. It is useful to cross-check the sighting date with the known
fledging period for the species observed.
Case 2. A pair of Black Terns flew over a wetland of tall, emergent cattails and rushes. The terns continually made low
sallies to the top of the vegetation to capture insects. At one point a tern makes a quick but deliberate drop out of sight
into the vegetation. Like other birds carrying food, it is presumed that the terns are delivering food to young at nests. It is
scored CF because the deliberate swoop was likely to a nest but I could not be certain. However, it returned without the
insects so it was carrying food.
Case 3. Two adult raptors (Buteo, Accipiter, Falco, etc.) are seen together in suitable breeding habitat without any
aggression. They can be considered a pair because raptors are intolerant of other individuals in their territory. This doesn't apply
to Turkey Vulture (which is not a raptor).
Case 4. Three juvenile Cooper's hawks are found together and almost continuously beg with peeps and whistles. No adult is in
sight. They had lost most of their down and seemed to fly very well, but they seemed to be a family unit and probably were
begging to their parents. They would score an FY (fledged young) because the family group likely came from a nearby nest.
Case 5. A flock of adult cedar waxwings, with a few juveniles that could fly well and kept up with the adults but were not fed.
In this instance, the juveniles are highly mobile and may move over large distances to feed with the flock. In this case, they would
not be entered into atlas.
Case 6. A Say’s Phoebe is seen flying right up to a house (a possible nesting location), but the nest is not seen. It is scored ‘V’,
adult visiting probable nest site.

The Atlas Organization
The Atlas project is a partnership between government, non-government organizations and the private sector. The Atlas staff and
project is directed by a Steering Committee of representatives from each of the partners. The Technical Committee provides advice
on the technical operations of the atlas. The Atlas staff takes its direction from the Steering Committee. The Atlas project went from
a concept to reality in a few short months largely due to the enthusiasm of these committees and the support from our partners. We
also acknowledge the many hundred birders who have volunteered their time and high level of birding skill to the atlas project. We
depend on you to make the project a success.
Steering Committee: Kevin Bell, BC Field Ornithologists; Dick Cannings, (Chair) Bird Studies Canada; Myke Chutter, BC Ministry of
Environment; Peter Davidson, Bird Studies Canada; Jude Grass, Biodiversity Centre for Wildlife Studies; Dr. Elsie Krebs, Canadian
Wildlife Service; Dr. Nancy Mahony, Canadian Wildlife Service; Anne Murray, BC Nature; Mark Phinney, Louisiana Pacific Canada Ltd.;
Leah Westereng, BC Ministry of Environment; and Bev Ramey, BC Nature. Andy Stewart retired from BC Ministry of Environment in
2008 - thanks for your help in the early stages of the atlas. Retirement means you have more birding time.
Technical Committee Members: Dr. Denis Lepage, Bird Studies Canada; Andrew Couturier, Bird Studies Canada; Dick Cannings,
Bird Studies Canada; Wendy Easton, Canadian Wildlife Service; Veronique Connolly, Canadian Wildlife Service; Jude Grass, Biodiversity
Centre for Wildlife Studies; Dr. Elsie Krebs, Canadian Wildlife Service;Dr. Nancy Mahony, (Chair) Canadian Wildlife Service; Kathleen
Moore, Canadian Wildlife Service; Dr. Wayne Weber; and Mark Phinney, Louisiana Pacific Canada Ltd.
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Christopher Di Corrado (left) birds with
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Lose Your Blues
By Dick Cannings – Steering Committee Chair & Regional Coordinator
As many of you know, the Blue Grouse is no more. It has not gone extinct, but has been split into two species, the coastal Sooty
Grouse and the interior Dusky Grouse. And where exactly do they meet? Well, that is one of the aspects of this atlas that I’m looking
forward to seeing! It’s pretty safe to say that any “Blue” Grouse you see or hear in coastal forests or meadows will be a Sooty Grouse.
Similarly, if you’re in the dry ponderosa pine and sagebrush of the southern Interior, you’re
bound to be looking at a Dusky Grouse. The tricky part comes when you’re atlassing along the
crest of the Coast Mountains in Manning Park, Whistler, Tweedsmuir Park or any similar site. I
always told people that the “Blue” Grouse at Manning Park were Sooties, but had to eat my
words when a few good Dusky Grouse were seen along the road to the alpine meadows during
the Bird Blitz this June.
So how do you tell them apart? Like all good bird species, by sight and sound of course.
The males are relatively easy; female and young can be more confusing. Sooty Grouse have a
black tail with a clear grey band along the tip; Dusky Grouse lack this gray band and have an
all-black tail. When the males display, both species have a “fried egg” appearance to their
neck—a big white circle with a patch of bare skin in the middle. Sooty Grouse have a yellow
“yolk” in this pattern while the bare skin on the neck of a Dusky Grouse is a dark maroon red.
!
The calls given by the males are also different, though both species give a very low “hoo-hoo-hoo-hoo” as the neck sacs are deflated. In
Dusky Grouse this series of hoots is so low-pitched that some people (myself included) cannot hear it, whereas the hoots of Sooty Grouse
are easily heard over long distances. On the other hand, Dusky Grouse also give a single, loud “Ooop!” that even I can hear easily a long
ways off. As far as I know, Sooties don’t have a similar call.

Empidonax Challenge - Hammond’s and Dusky Flycatchers
By Dick Cannings– Steering Committee Chair & Regional Coordinator
One of the great things about atlassing is that it forces us to pay a bit closer attention to the bird world than we normally do,
even when we’re seriously birding. Part of that close attention is trying to identify every species in a square, or every species at a
point count. Ordinarily we can conveniently ignore a species we can’t identify, but atlassing urges us to try to be as accurate, and
complete, as possible in our identifications.
The Empidonax flycatchers are perhaps the epitome of a difficult group of species to identify. At first they all look identical on
the page of the field guide and in the field, but after a short time of careful watching some obvious differences emerge. The pair
of species that causes many of us the most trouble is the Dusky-Hammond’s duo. These species are widespread in the forests of
British Columbia, but luckily the Dusky is more or less confined to the Interior, leaving coastal birders off the hook (but
experienced birders should watch for Duskies even on the coast!).

The first thing to do to tackle this problem is to learn the songs. Both species have three-parted songs and if you hear the whole
song identification is relatively straightforward. The Hammond’s, according to Sibley, sings “tsipik, swivrk, grrvik”; in other words a
sharp note followed by two rather burry ones. The Dusky sings “sibip, quwerrrp, psuweet”; the last part a giveaway for identification
purposes. The Hammond’s never has such a high, rising, sweet note in its song. The tricky part about the songs is that the birds,
especially later in the morning, start to drop notes to the song, often giving only one or two notes instead of the three. The two
species have distinctive call notes as well; the Hammond’s gives a sharp “peek” like a Pygmy Nuthatch, whereas the Dusky’s call is a
soft “whit”.
But what if the bird isn’t saying anything, but is busy feeding a begging youngster and you desperately want that FY for your
square? If you get a good look at the bird you should be able to identify it by sight alone with a combination of characters. Look at
the bill—Hammond’s has a short bill that is dark underneath. This small bill adds to the species’ round-headed, cute look. The Dusky’s
bill is longer with paler colour at the base of the lower mandible. Look at the tail—Hammond’s has a relatively short tail, again
upping the cute factor. Another thing that accentuates the Hammond’s short tail is its relatively long wings, particularly in what is
called the primary extension. That’s the section of flight feathers on the outside of the wing that project beyond the shorter
secondary feathers closer to the body. So that projection is relatively long in a Hammond’s and shorter in a Dusky. This all sounds
esoteric, but if you watch these birds carefully it will gradually become clearer.
And, finally, you can also use habitat to help build a case for identification in this group. Hammond’s Flycatchers prefer forests
with a more-or-less complete canopy, while Duskies are found in very open forests with scattered shrubs such as roses, saskatoons
and willows. Hammond’s are generally found at higher elevations in the southern Interior, but can occur at all elevations. Duskies are
commoner at lower elevations, since that is where open forests naturally occur, but also take up residence in young clearcuts at high
elevations. And there is a fairly strong difference in nest sites if you are lucky or persistent enough to find one—Hammond’s usually
build out on the branch of a coniferous tree (but can nest in deciduous trees and shrubs on occasion), while Duskies generally make
their home in a deciduous shrub.
It’s easy to sweep these species under the carpet when birding, but take up the Empidonax challenge and let the atlas further
your birding education!

Quick Tips and Frequently Asked Questions
By Becky Stewart – Coordinator, Maritimes Breeding Bird Atlas
[Birders have similar atlas questions wherever they live so we asked Becky if we could reprint her answers to birders in the
Maritimes - Rob]
“1st Visit” Column on the Breeding Evidence Form
In this column, record the 1st visit when you first observed breeding evidence for that species. Once recorded, the “1st visit”
number doesn’t change. For example, if on my 3rd visit to my square I hear a Yellow Warbler singing for the first time, I would record
“03” in the 1st visit column. If on my 5th visit I see another Yellow Warbler, this time carrying nesting material, I would leave “03” in the
1st visit column but change the breeding evidence from “S” to “NB”. If a bird is observed casually, i.e., not during active atlassing,
record “00” in the 1st visit column. If you later encounter this species during a regular atlassing visit to the square, change the “00” to
the appropriate visit number. Similarly, if a species is observed but no breeding evidence is detected (“X”), record “00” in the 1st visit
column until a visit when breeding evidence is detected. [The purpose of recording the 1st Visit is to tell us how many visits are required
before a species is detected – RB].
How do I fill out the rare bird and casual observation forms without a GPS?
When filling out a Rare/Colonial Species form online, the system demands that you provide a UTM location for the detection and
won’t let you continue until this section of the form has been filled out. Don’t worry if you don’t have the UTM location for your
sighting. There are two ways to deal with this situation: 1) determine the UTM coordinates directly from the square’s topographic map
(described on page 16-17 of the BC Guide for Atlassers) or, 2) use Google Earth on the web site to locate the point. We encourage
atlassers to determine the UTM coordinates whenever possible (but don’t let this become a source of stress). The same rules apply
when filling out Casual Observation forms and as long as you have recorded the square in which the species was detected, the data will
be accepted.
Casual observation card vs. breeding evidence form
Every bird you see or hear during the breeding season can be entered into the atlas database, whether you are in your square(s) or
not. But the question is: “When should I use a Casual Observation Form and when should I use a Breeding Evidence Form?” The bottom
line is that you should use whichever form reduces your workload. So if you are travelling through a square one time and you see a
species carrying food, your best option would be to record that observation on a casual form. However, if you are recording multiple
casual observations for a single square (say as you are travelling to work everyday) then it is probably easier to record all of your
observations on one breeding evidence form.

If you choose the latter, simply enter “00” in the 1st visit column to indicate that the observation was casual and not made during a
formal visit to that square.
For those entering their data online, when you submit data as a Casual Observation, the system automatically generates a
Breeding Evidence Form for you so that the next time you make an observation in that square (if there is a next time), you can enter
your observation onto that same form.
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